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I recently returned from two conferencesin San Francisco where I interviewedmore than fifty candidates for two faculty
openings we have in the School of Hotel
Administration (SHA). In hiring faculty
members, the SHA is often in competition
with business schools. In talking to the fac-
ulty candidates, I had the chance to tell them
about the characteristics of the SHA that dis-
tinguish it from business schools. For the
record, my master’s and doctoral training
were in business schools, and I spent eight
years as a faculty member in a business school before
joining the SHA, so my comments are based on per-
sonal observations. My observations are as follows:
 By and large, business schools are out of touch with
business. In part, this is a result of how business
schools attract candidates for Ph.D. programs. It is not
uncommon for students to enter a Ph.D. program
straight from an undergraduate program, without the
students’having any real-world work experi-
ence. Moreover, mathematical elegance has
overshadowed real-world relevance in a
number of business school disciplines, at
least in terms of the research driving the
“publish or perish” phenomenon.
 In the SHA, by contrast, reality matters.
When faculty members in the SHA select
research projects, they look for studies that
can make a contribution both to their aca-
demic discipline and to hospitality practice.
Finding such projects is not particularly dif-
ficult. All one needs to do is talk to managers
and listen to what they say. (As an aside, if
you are an academic and writing for this journal,
please accept my thanks. Our readers are people both
from industry and from academe, as are the reviewers
of every paper we publish. Clearly you understand the
importance of doing industry-relevant work.)
 The SHA does several distinctive things to help
ensure that our faculty members embrace reality.
First, we put an industry representative on faculty ten-
ure committees. To my knowledge, we are the only
institution to make such a commitment to its industry.
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Tenure—the decision to grant lifelong
employment—is not one that we take
lightly. We put the industry representa-
tive on the committee to help us deter-
mine whether the faculty member’s
work contributes to knowledge in the
hospitality industry. Second, we seek
the input of other industry representa-
tives during the tenure process. This is
likewise an uncommon practice. By
contrast, most academic institutions
commonly send out examples of a fac-
ulty member’s research papers to aca-
demics at other institutions for their
evaluation of the quality of the research,
begging the question of whether that
research is valid for the industry. Is it any
wonder, then, that academics in business
schools are out of touch with business?
If you work in the hospitality industry, and
the institution from which you graduated
does not value relevance, then make your
voice known. Contact the dean of the
school and let him or her know your feel-
ings. Make your giving contingent upon
relevance. Change can be slow to come
from within academic institutions. Do
your part to make it obvious that change
must come. Relevance matters.—G.M.T.
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